Establishment of allelic two-locus polymorphisms.
An exact analysis of necessary and sufficient conditions for the establishment and protectedness of biallelic two-locus polymorphisms is developed for the classical model with constant, sexually symmetric fitnesses and random association of the successful gametes. To demonstrate application of the results to common model types, the model of symmetric viabilities depending on the degree of heterozygosity only is chosen as a paradigm. It is pointed out that a unique locally stable internal equilibrium may exist even though all marginal equilibria (including the fixation states) are locally attractive. This example is quoted as an indication of the priority that analyses of protectedness deserve over analyses of local stability or instability of internal equilibria. Further applications of broader appeal concern the role that recombination plays in protecting polymorphisms. Probably the most interesting finding is that with increasing recombination frequency the chances for protectedness of a polymorphism generally decline. Yet, if a certain hierarchic ordering of the fitnesses with respect to the degree of heterozygosity is realized, the polymorphism is protected for arbitrary amounts of recombination. If recombination is rare, heterozygote advantage is not a universal precondition for persistence of polymorphisms. This phenomenon is utilized to derive conditions under which deleterious recessive mutants can be maintained in a population.